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Abstract
This paper presents a new application for image-based
visual servoing: computer graphics animation. Indeed, the
control of a virtual camera in virtual environment is not a
trivial problem and usually required skilled operators. Vi-
sual servoing, a now well known technique in robotics and
computer vision, consists in positioning a camera accord-
ing to the informations perceived in the images. Using this
method within computer graphics context leads to a very
intuitive approach of animation. Furthermore, in that case
a full knowledge about the scene is available. It allows to
easily introduce constraints within the control law in or-
der to react automatically to modifications of the environ-
ment. In this paper, we apply this approach in two differ-
ent contexts: highly reactive applications (virtual reality,
video games) and the control of humanoid avatars.
1 Overview
Issues and related work. For now more than 10 years, vi-
sual servoing has been successfully and widely used to achieve
various robotic tasks from assembly/disassembly tasks to dock-
ing or navigation tasks [5, 7]. A good review and introduction to
visual servoing can be found in [8]. In this paper we proposed the
use of this powerful framework for a new class of applications:
computer graphics animation. Indeed, camera control in a virtual
environment raised many difficult issues. Mainly the camera has
to position itself wrt. its environment (first important issue) but it
also has to react in an appropriate and efficient way to modifica-
tions of this environment (second important issue). Dealing with
the first issue, even with a full knowledge of the scene, as in com-
puter graphics, this positioning task is not a trivial problem [1].
Indeed it requires to precisely control the six degrees of freedom
(d.o.f) of the camera in the 3D space. The second issue, that can
be seen as the introduction of constraints in the camera trajectory,
is even difficult. In order to be able to consider unknown or dy-
namic environments and to control in real time the motion of the
camera, these constraints must be properly modeled and “added”
to the positioning task. Image-based visual servoing has proved
to be an efficient solution to these two problems.
Image-based control also received attention in computer
graphics. The main difference wrt. computer vision or robotics
is that the problem is no longer ill-posed. Indeed, in that case a
full knowledge about the scene is available. Furthermore, even
in an interactive context, the past and current behavior of all the
objects are fully known. Ware and Osborn [21] consider various
metaphors to describe a six d.o.f. camera control including “eye
in hand”. Within this context, the goal was usually to determine
the position of the “eye” wrt. its six d.o.f in order to see an object
or a set of objects at given locations on the screen. To control such
a virtual device, people may consider user interfaces such as 3D
mouse or six d.o.f joystick. Obtaining smooth camera motions
required a skilled operator and has proved to be a difficult task.
The classical lookat/lookfrom/vup parameterization is a simple
way to achieve a focusing task on a world-space point. How-
ever specifying a complex visual task within the lookat/lookfrom
framework is quite hopeless. Attempts to consider this kind of
problem have been made by Blinn [1], however it appears that
the proposed solutions are dedicated to specific problems and
hardly scaled to more complex tasks. The image-based control
have been described within the computer graphics context by Gle-
icher and Witkin in [6], they called it “Through-the-lens camera
control”. They proposed to achieve very simple tasks such as po-
sitioning a camera with respect to objects defined by static “vir-
tual” points. This technique, very similar to the visual servoing
framework, consider a local inversion of the nonlinear perspec-
tive viewing transformation. A constrain optimization is used to
compute the camera velocity from the desired motion of the vir-
tual points in the image. The image Jacobian is considered only
for point features.
Interesting attempts to solve the introduction of constraints re-
ceived great attention in both computer vision (e.g., [19]) and
computer graphics [4] community. The resulting solutions are
often similar. Each constraints is defined mathematically as
a function of the camera parameters (location and orientation)
to be minimized using deterministic (gradient approaches) or
stochastic (simulated annealing) optimization processes. These
approaches feature numerous drawbacks. First they are usually
time consuming (the search space is of dimension six) and the
optimization has to be considered for each iteration of the ani-
mation process (i.e., for each new frame). It is then difficult to
consider these technics for reactive applications such as video-
games. Visual servoing allows the introduction of constraints in
the camera trajectory. Control laws taking into account “bad”
configurations can thus to be considered [15, 14]. It combines the
regulation of the vision-based task with the minimization of cost
functions which reflect the constraints imposed on the trajectory.
As the camera trajectory that ensure the task and the constraints
is computed locally, it can be handled in real-time as required by
the considered application.
Proposed system and contributions. We aimed at the def-
inition of basic camera trajectories for virtual movie directors as
well as the automatic control of a camera for reactive applica-
tions such as video games. We assume that we fully know the
model of the scene at the current instant. Within this context,
we present a complete framework, based on visual servoing, that
allows the definition of positioning tasks wrt. a set of “virtual vi-
sual features” located within the environment (these features can
be points, lines, spheres, cylinders, etc.). When the specified task
does not constrain all the camera degrees of freedom, the method
allows the introduction of secondary tasks that can be achieved
under the constraint that the visual task is itself achieved. Fur-
thermore the considered features are not necessarily motionless.
Using this approach we present solutions to various non-trivial
problems in computer animation. Some of these tasks are more
concerned with reactive applications (target tracking and follow-
ing, obstacles and occlusions avoidance) while others deal with
the control of digital actors.
2 Image-based camera control
Image-based visual servoing consists in specifying a task as
the regulation in the image of a set of visual features[5][7]. Em-
bedding visual servoing in the task function approach allows the
use of general results helpful for the analysis and the synthesis of
efficient closed loop control schemes.
Control issues Let us denote P the current value of the set
of selected visual features used in the visual servoing task and
measured from the image at each iteration of the control law. To
ensure the convergence of P to its desired value Pd, we need
to know the interaction matrix (also called image Jacobian) LP
defined by the classic equation [5]:
P˙ = LP(P,p)Tc (1)
where P˙ is the time variation of P due to the camera motion Tc.
The parameters p involved in LP(P,p) represent the depth in-
formation between the considered objects and the camera frame.
A vision-based task e is defined by:
e = W+C(P−Pd) + (I−W
+
W)e2 (2)
where C, called combination matrix, has to be chosen such that
CLP(P,p) is full rank about the desired trajectory qr(t). It can
be defined as C = WL+P(P, p) (L+ denotes the pseudo inverse
of L). In that case, we set W as a full rank matrix such that
Ker W = Ker LP. If the vision-based task does not constrain all
the n robot degrees of freedom, a secondary task gs can also be
performed. e2 is the gradient of a cost function hs to be mini-
mized (e2 = ∂hs∂r ). This cost function is minimized under the
constraint that P = Pd. The two projection operators W+ and
I−W+W guarantee that the camera motion due to the secondary
task is compatible with the regulation of P to Pd.
To make e1 decrease exponentially and behave like a first or-
der decoupled system, we get:
Tc = −λe− αT0 − (I −W
+
W)
∂e2
∂t
(3)
where:
• Tc is the camera velocity;
• λ is the proportional coefficient involved in the exponential
convergence of e;
• the last term T0 (the pure target motion) allows to fully
suppress the tracking errors if α = 1.
3 Reactive viewpoint planning
The positioning tasks that can be considered within the frame-
work presented in the previous section are quite simple. As we
did not consider the environment, the target was assumed to be
“alone”. We now present a method that makes it possible to
achieve far more complex tasks in dynamic “cluttered environ-
ments”. We will propose a purely reactive framework in order to
avoid undesirable configurations in an animation context.
3.1 Avoiding obstacles
Obstacle avoidance is a good example of what can be easily
given within the proposed framework. Let us assume that the
camera is moving in a cluttered environment while gazing on a
visual target. The goal is to ensure this task while avoiding all the
obstacles in the scene.
There are in fact multiple solutions to this problem: one so-
lution is to planify a trajectory that avoids the obstacles using a
trajectory planning process. Another solution is to consider a sec-
ondary task that uses the redundant d.o.f of the camera to move
away from obstacles. This function will tend to maximize the dis-
tance between the camera and the obstacle. A good cost function
to achieve the goal should be maximum (infinite) when the dis-
tance between the camera and the obstacle is null. The simplest
cost function is then given by:
hs = α
1
2‖C −Oc‖2
(4)
where C(0, 0, 0) is the camera location and Oc(xc, yc, zc) are the
coordinates of the closest obstacle to the camera, both expressed
in the camera frame (note that any other cost function that reflects
a similar behavior suits the problem). If Os(xs, ys, zs) are the
coordinates of the obstacle within the scene frame (or reference
frame) and Mc(RT ) the homogenous matrix that describes the
camera position within this reference frame, the obstacle coordi-
nates within the camera frame are given by Xc = RT Xs−RT T .
The components of the secondary task are given by:
e2 = −(xc, yc, xc, 0, 0, 0)
T h
2
s
α
and ∂e2
∂t
= 0 (5)
Multiple obstacles can be handled considering the cost function
hs =
∑
i
α 1
‖C−Oci‖
2
.
3.2 Avoiding occlusions
The goal here is to avoid the occlusion of the target due to
static or moving objects (with unknown motion). The virtual
camera has to perform adequate motion in order to avoid the
risk of occlusion while taking into account the desired constraints
between the camera and the target. Related work are proposed
by [10]. There are actually many situations that may evolve in an
occlusion. The first and most simple case is a moving object that
crosses the camera/target line (see Figure 1.a). Two other similar
cases may be encountered: in the first one (see Figure 1.b) the tar-
get moves behind another object in the scene while in the second
one (see Figure 1.c) the camera follows an undesirable trajectory
and is hidden behind an object.
We will now present a general image-based approach that
make it possible to generate adequate camera motion automat-
ically to avoid occlusions [14]. In a second time we will see
a simple method to determine the risk of occlusion in order to
weight adequately the camera response (i.e. its velocity).
a b c
Figure 1: Occlusion issues (a) occlusion due to a moving object (b) oc-
clusion due to the target motion (c) occlusion due to the camera motion
Automatic generation of adequate motions Let us con-
sider O the projection in the image of the set of objects in the
scene which may occlude the target T : O = {O1, . . . On}. Ac-
cording to the methodology presented in paragraph ?? we have to
define a function hs which reaches its maximum value when the
target is occluded by another object of the scene. In fact this oc-
clusion problem can be fully defined in the image. If the occlud-
ing object is closer than the target, when the distance between the
projection of the target and the projection of the occluding object
decreases, the risk of occlusion increases.
We thus define hs as a function of this distance in the image:
hs =
1
2
α
n∑
i=1
e
−β(‖T−Oi‖2) (6)
where α and β are two scalar constants. α sets the amplitude of
the control law due to the secondary task. The components of e2
and ∂e2
∂t
involved in (3) are then:
e2 =
∂hs
∂r
=
∂hs
∂P
∂P
∂r
,
∂e2
∂t
= 0
Computing ∂hs
∂P
is seldom difficult. ∂P
∂r
is nothing but the image
Jacobian LP.
Let us consider the case of a single occluding object here con-
sidered as a point. The generalization to other and/or to multi-
ple objects is straightforward. We want to see the target T at a
given location in the image. Thus we will consider the coordi-
nates P = (X, Y ) as its center of gravity. If we also consider the
occluding object O by a point PO = (XO , YO), defined as the
closest point of O to T , we have:
hs =
1
2
αe
−β‖P−PO‖
2
and e2 is given by:
e2 =
∂hs
∂r
=
∂hs
∂X
LX +
∂hs
∂Y
LY (7)
with
∂hs
∂X
= −αβ(X −XO)e
−β‖P−PO‖
2
and
∂hs
∂Y
= −αβ(Y − YO)e
−β‖P−PO‖
2
In fact e2 as defined in (7) is an approximation of ∂hs∂r . In-
deed LP = [LX , LY ]T is the image Jacobian related to a phys-
ical point. In our case, since the point is defined as the closest
point of O to T , the corresponding physical point will change
over time. However considering LX and LY in (7) is locally a
good approximation.
Risk of occlusion Using the presented approach to compute
the camera reaction is fine if the occluding object moves between
the camera and the target [14] as depicted in Figure 1. Indeed, in
that case occlusion will occur if no action is taken. However, it
is neither necessary nor desirable to move the camera in all the
cases (if the occluding object is farther than the target). A key
point is therefore to detect if an occlusion may actually occur.
In that case we first compute a bounding volume V that includes
both the camera and the target at time t and at time t + ndt as-
suming a constant target velocity (see Figure 2 and Figure 3). An
occlusion will occur if an object is located within this bounding
box. The time-to-occlusion may be computed as the smallest n
for which the bounding box is empty. If an object O of the scene
is in motion, in the same way, we consider the intersection of the
volume V with a bounding volume that includes O at time t and
at time t + ndt.
a b
Figure 2: Computing the risk of occlusion
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Figure 3: Detection of a future (a) occlusion (b) collision with an obstacle
Let us point out two other interesting issues:
• Obstacle avoidance may be considered in this context. In-
deed, if an obstacle is on the camera trajectory, it will be
located in the created bounding box (see Figure 3.b). The
system will therefore forbid the camera to move in that di-
rection.
• Some cases are more difficult to handle. A good example
is a target moving in a corridor. In that case, the only solu-
tion to avoid the occlusion of the target by one of the walls
and to avoid the contact with the other wall is to reduce the
camera/target distance. This can only be done if the z axis
is not controlled by the primary task [13].
In conclusion, let us note that in this paragraph, we have just
proposed a method to detect and quantify the risk of occlusion.
The method proposed in paragraph 3.2 must be, in all cases, used
to generate the adequate motion that will actually avoid occlu-
sion. The time-to-occlusion computed here will in fact be used to
set the parameter α (see equation (6)) that tunes the amplitude of
the response to the risk.
4 Digital actors control
Another possible application of visual servoing in computer
animation is the control of digital actors (also called virtual hu-
manoids or avatars). Achieving humanoids control through a vir-
tual vision process is interesting for multiple reasons:
• the sensing process is more selective since the humanoid do
not have access to the whole environment data-base.
• a consequence of this selectivity process is that each avatar
is more independent since it has not access to the same in-
formation that the other avatars.
• the avatar is more autonomous and its behavior will be more
realistic.
Mainly two approaches have been proposed to simulate this vi-
sion process. In the former the scene observed by the digital ac-
tors is rendered and information is extracted from the resulting
image using image processing algorithm [20, 17, 9]. In these ap-
proach we have only access to a limited amount of information
and image processing is usually time consuming. The latter ap-
proach consider a direct access (direct sensing) to the object of the
environment data-base in which all interesting informations are
encoded, the actors are then omniscient. In this two approaches,
there are few interactions between the vision process and the ac-
tor control. In many case the actor sees then it acts in a strong
sequential process that is very different from the real perception
process.
We think that visual servoing is a good way to achieve the low
level control of such digital actors. It will allow, as in the pre-
vious experiments, a fast reactivity to external stimuli. Another
interesting point in this approach is that the specification of the
humanoid motions are, here again, done in the 2D image space,
allowing simple automatic generation by behavioral engines rul-
ing the humanoid. With respect to the previous experiments, the
motion of virtual camera (the eyes of the humanoid) is no longer
free. The eyes can be considered as mounted on the end-effector
of a highly redundant robot.
In this paragraph we will show how to modify the previous
control law to consider such particular robot. We show how to
deal with joint limits in order to achieve realistic motions.
Control in the articular frame. In Section 2, the control
laws have been expressed in the operational space (i.e., in the
camera frame). However, in order to combine a visual servoing
with the avoidance of joint limits, we have to directly express the
control law in the articular space.
This leads to the definition of a new interaction matrix such
that:
P˙ = HP q˙ (8)
Since we have Tc = J(q) q˙, where J(q) is nothing but the robot
Jacobian, we simply obtain:
HP = LP J(q) (9)
The vision-based task e1 is then defined by:
e1 = C(P−Pd) (10)
where C can be defined as C = WH+P.
Joint limits avoidance. Joint limits avoidance is a funda-
mental process that has to be implemented to achieved realistic
motion. The most classical way to solve the joint limits avoid-
ance problem is to define the secondary task as the gradient of a
cost function hs (e2 = ∂hs∂q ). This cost function must reach its
maximal value near a joint limits and its gradient must be equal
to zero when the cost function reaches its minimal value. Several
cost functions hs which reflect this desired behavior have been
presented in [18, 2, 12]. An example of such a cost function is
given by:
hs = β
n∑
i=1
(qi − (
qimin + qimax
2
))2 (11)
where qimin and qimax are the minimum and maximum allow-
able joint values for the ith joint. The parameter β that sets the
amplitude of the control law due to the secondary task is very
important. If β is too small, the change in the configuration will
occur when (I−W+W)e2 will become large wrt. the primary
task. It may be too late and may produce some overshoot in the
effector velocity. If β is too large, it will result in some oscilla-
tions. Therefore β is usually set based on trial and errors.
To cope with this problem we have used a fully automatic ap-
proach proposed in [3]. A good solution to achieve the avoidance
task is to cut any motion on axes that are in critical area or that
moves the robot toward it. Considering that qk is one of these
axes, we have to compute a velocity q˙k = 0. This can be done
by iteratively solving a system of linear equation. Our goal in
this paper is not to describe this approach here. Let us just say
this method provides a complete solution to ensure that, if a solu-
tion exists, the joints in critical situation will not encounter their
limits.
5 Results
In this section some results are presented to illustrate our ap-
proach. Most of the images are generated in “real-time” (i.e. less
than 0.1 s/frame without texture-mapping) on a simple SUN Ultra
Sparc (170Mhz) using Mesa GL.
5.1 Avoiding occlusions: museum walkthrough.
In this example, we applied the proposed methodology to a
navigation task in a complex environment. The target to be fol-
lowed is moving in a museum-like environment. This “museum”
has two rooms linked by stairs. The experiment goal is to keep the
target in view (i.e. to avoid occlusions) while considering on-line
the modifications of the environment (i.e. other moving objects).
We do not address in this paper the definition of the target
trajectory. Finding a path for the target is a planning problem on
its own. Solutions are proposed in, e.g. [4][11]. Most of these
approaches are based on a global path planning strategy (usually
based on potential field approach).
In this example, we consider a focusing task wrt. an image
centered virtual sphere that has to be centered in the image. This
task constrains 3 d.o.f of the virtual camera (i.e. to achieve the fo-
cusing task and to maintain the radius constant in the image). The
reader can refer to [5] for the complete derivation of the image Ja-
cobian related to a sphere. Figure 4 shows the camera trajectories
for various applied strategies while target and camera are moving
in the first room of the environment. Obstacles appear in yellow.
The target trajectory is represented as a red dotted line, while the
trajectory of another moving object is represented as a blue dot-
ted line. The red trajectory represents the simplest strategy: just
focus on the object. As nothing is done to consider the environ-
ment, occlusions and then collisions with the environment occur.
The blue trajectory only considers the avoidance of occlusions
by static objects; as a consequence, the occlusion by the moving
object occurs. The green trajectory considers the avoidance of
occlusions by both static and moving objects.
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Figure 4: Museum walkthrough: camera trajectories for various strategies
Figure 5: Museum Walkthrough. The occlusions/obstacles avoidance
process is not considered. This leads to multiple occlusions of the tar-
get and multiple collisions with the environment.
Figure 5 shows the views acquired by the camera if no specific
strategy is considered to avoid occlusion of the target and obstacle
avoidance. This leads to multiple occlusions of the target and
multiple collisions with the environment. In Figures 6 the control
strategy considers the presence of obstacles. This time, the target
always remains in the field of view, and at its desired position
in the image. The collisions with the wall and the occlusions of
the target are correctly avoided. Let us note that the environment
is not flat, and neither the target nor the camera move within a
plane (the target “gets down” stairs on last row of Figure 6 last
row). Tracking and avoidance process perform well despite the
fact that the target moves in 3D. On the bird’s eye view the yellow
volume (associated to the camera-target couple) corresponds to
the bounding volumes used to predict the occlusions.
Figure 6: Museum Walkthrough: camera views and corresponding bird’s
eye views
5.2 Humanoid control
For the digital actor we currently consider the animation of
the torso of an humanoid with 9 degrees of freedom: pelvis (3
d.o.f), spine (1 dof), neck (3 dof), eyes (2 dof). The modeling of
this humanoid robot has been done using the Denavit-Hertenberg
parameterization. For the moment, we have only consider simple
positionning task with respect to the environment considering the
joint limits avoidance issue.
Positionning wrt. a sphere. The first experiment (see Fig-
ure 7) deals with a positioning task wrt. a sphere that has to be
seen centered in the image. Three dof are used to achieve this
task, six dof are then free to deal with the joint limits.
Figure 7: Humanoid control: positioning wrt. a sphere
Figure 8: Humanoid control: tracking a point
Tracking task. The second experiment deals with a tracking
task. It allows to demonstrate the capabilities of the joint limits
avoidance algorithm. A point-object is crossing the scene. On
Figure 8, we can see that, at the beginning, mainly the eyes are
moving, when they move near their joint limits the motion is au-
tomatically transferred to the neck, then to the pelvis.
6 Conclusion
There are many problems associated with the management of
a camera in a virtual environment. It is not only necessary to be
able to carry out a visual task (often a focusing task or more gen-
erally a positioning task) efficiently, but it is also necessary to be
able to react in an appropriate and efficient way to modifications
of this environment. Furthermore, if we consider digital actors
it is necessary to act in a realistic way. We chose to use tech-
niques widely considered in the robotic vision community. The
basic tool that we considered is visual servoing which consists in
positioning a camera according to the information perceived in
the image. This image-based control constitutes the first novelty
of our approach. The task is indeed specified in a 2D space,
while the resulting camera trajectories are in a 3D space. It is
thus a very intuitive approach of animation since it is carried out
according to what one wishes to observe in the resulting images
sequence. This is specially true for the control of humanoid that
are very difficult to control within the 3D space [16].
However, this is not the only advantage of this method. In-
deed, contrary to previous work [6], we did not limit ourselves
to positioning tasks wrt. virtual points in static environments. In
many applications (such as video games) it is indeed necessary to
be able to react to modifications of the environment, of trajecto-
ries of mobile objects, etc. We thus considered the introduction
of constraints into camera control. Thanks to the redundancy for-
malism, the secondary tasks (which reflect the constraints on the
system) do not have any effect on the visual task. To show the va-
lidity of our approach, we have proposed and implemented vari-
ous classic problems from simple tracking tasks to more complex
tasks like occlusion or obstacle avoidance or joint limits avoid-
ance. The approach that we proposed has real qualities, and the
very encouraging results obtained suggest that the use of visual
control for computer animation is a promising technique. The
main drawback is a direct counterpart of its principal quality: the
control is carried out in the image, thus implying loss of control
of the 3D camera trajectory or of the upper part of the humanoid
body trajectory. This 3D trajectory is computed automatically to
ensure the visual tasks but is not controlled by the animator. For
this reason, one can undoubtedly see a wide interest in the use of
these techniques within real-time reactive applications.
Acknowledgment. The authors wish to thank Franc¸ois
Chaumette for his valuable comments.
Animations on-line. Most of the animations presented in this
paper can be found as mpeg film on the VISTA group WWW page
(http://www.irisa.fr/vista then follow the “demo”
link).
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